Amaranta waiting area
Cod. bar 50.0001
Cod. seat 50.0002
Cod. side table 50.0003
Design Cappelletti & Pozzoli
Production year 2005
Metal bar in chromed steel equipped for
assembling of three or four components (shell
or side table top). Seat with rigid polyurethane
shell available completely covered with leather,
glossy lacquered or glossy lacquered with small
leather seat and back. MDF table top 50.5x50.5
cm available completely covered with leather or
glossy lacquered.
Painted options for legs
CR - Bright chrome
Covering finishings for shell
CPF - Full grain leather (30 colors)
CTT - Contract leather (15 colors)
LAC - Glossy lacquered
LAC + CPF/CTT - Glossy lacquered + Full grain
leather (30 colors) / Contract leather (15 colors)
Covering finishings for table
CPF - Full grain leather (30 colors)
CTT - Contract leather (15 colors)
LAC - Glossy lacquered
To check the available colors, consult the
finishing catalogue.
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Cappelletti&Pozzoli

Design

All measurements in
millimetres and inches
Giuliano Cappelletti was born in Cantù in 1946. Enzo Pozzoli was born in the same
town four years later. Both got their diploma at the Institute of Art and both graduated in
Architecture at the Polytechnic in Milan. They had got the same background and they
opened their professional design study Udacanturiodesign in 1974. The expressive rigor is
the “must” of this design study that is engaged in the planning of single furniture elements
as well as whole rooms or houses, that plans re-styling in the public sector as well as in
the private one, that designs offices as well as showrooms and stores. Prizes and awards
come soon: the most important ones are the “Compasso d’Oro” in 1990 and the “Five Star
Prize” in the years 1988, 1989 and 1990.
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